Test results show that shrinkage stresses in cured dental layers depend on C-factor (bounded/unbounded surface ratio). To check it, a polymerization of set of thin resincomposite layers earlier tested by Alster et al. was modelled in the present work. To find shrinkage stress fields, the Maxwell model with time dependent parameters was used . Values of linear shrinkage, Young's modulus, and viscosity, were taken as the input data from the work by Dauvillier et al. The calculated shrinkage stresses were compared with the test results. To find a reason of the discrepancies between the calculated and tested stress values, the assumptions of the model were reconsidered. Based on the thermal analogy, it was taken that a degree of polymerization of the layers depends on their C-factor. The new assumption alludes to case of non-uniform temperature drop due to a faster heat transfer at the free surface of cooled element. As a consequence, the input data given by functions a(t) take the form a(t)·f(C), where f(C) is an unknown parameter. The stresses calculated on the basis of the modified input data compared with the test results enable to get parameter f(C). In this way, the measured and calculated stresses became the same. The method was used for the analysis of shrinkage stresses in dental layers filling the Class I cavities. It was found that for the restorations of small diameters the shrinkage stresses can be relatively high.
Introduction
Knowledge of shrinkage stresses in layered tooth restorations is of great importance for dental practice. An adequate model of the curing process would enable not only to get the stresses in dental fillings. It would enable to find curing stresses that take place as result of many industrial processes. A mathematical modeling of the problem was proposed in [1] . However the results were far from the measured stress values. Here, alike in the mentioned paper, for modeling of cure processes the thermal analogy is used. According to it, a rate of temperature change in a cooled material corresponds to a rate of polymerization of the cured resin. Temperature changes are related to the thermal strains and the polymerisation rate is determined by the shrinkage rate.
To describe the shrinkage stresses in a cured layer, data on changes of shrinkage rates and material parameters are used. However for thin layers, the values of calculated stresses differ from the measured ones. What is the reason? Usually it is taken a tacit assumption that these changes occur at the same time, at any point of the layer, regardless of its shape and boundary conditions. It corresponds to the assumption made in the thermal analysis, that a field of temperature rate in a cooled layer is uniform. In fact, a heat exchange with the environment, which depends on a layer configuration and its boundary conditions, takes place. It means that for calculation of shrinkage stresses in the cured layer, it should be taken into account a fact that fields of the shrinkage rate and material parameters are not uniform. As a result, their average values depend on a configuration of the layer. As a parameter describing the configuration of the layer, a ratio of bounded to unbounded surface of the layer, known as C-factor, may be taken [2] . Then, one can say that the polymerization rate depends on C-factor of the layer. It results too from studies of dental restorations in high C-factor cavities [3] .
To check the above, a polymerization of set of thin resin-composite layers tested by Alster et al. [4] , was modelled in the study. Stress fields in a set of layers of the same diameter d and thicknesses b < d are found with help of the Maxwell model with the time dependent Young modulus and the relaxation time [5] . For cylindrical layers located between two fixed plates, C-factor was given by the rule . Values of linear shrinkage, the Young modulus, and viscosity, measured at five time steps found by Dauvillier et al. [6] , were the input data. All these parameters changed linearly between the measuring points, and shrinkage rates were assumed to be constants. Next, the final shrinkage stresses  were compared with the values  test of test results. As an experimental basis, we took the results presented in [6] for ten thin layers of resin-composite Clearfil m, to 25.3 (±5.1) MPa for b = 50 m. For the relatively thick layers, the calculated stress values were very close to the measured ones. However, for thinner layers, the measured stresses were much higher. To correct the results, it was assumed that: the polymerization degree of the cured layer depends on its C-factor. As a consequence, the shrinkage rate and the material parameters of the layer depend on its C-factor too. Therefore, the input data a(t) took the form a(t)·f(C 1 ), where C 1 was the assumed Cfactor and f(C 1 ) -its unknown function. Taking the modified input data the shrinkage stress fields as functions of the parameter f(C 1 ) were found. Comparing the results of calculations with the test results the parameter f(C 1 ) was determined. In this way, the measured stresses and the stresses calculated on the base of the modified input data took the same values.
Next, a parameter f(C 2 ) prescribed by the same function f, but with a new C-factor was used for the analysis of shrinkage stresses in dental layers filling the Class I cavities of different thickness b and diameters d. The corresponding C-factor took the form . At first the original input data a(t) were used for calculations. The results showed no effect of layer dimensions on the shrinkage stresses. Next the modified data a(t)·f(C') were applied. It has appeared that for the cavities with small diameters the shrinkage stresses could be relatively high. The above fact has been observed in dental practice [7] .
Materials, methods and results

Input data
Let us consider a set of thin (b < d) cured cylindrical layers of the resin composite with the same diameter d, but different thicknesses b, inserted between two fixed and rigid discs. Such layers, made of the chemically initiated resin composite Clearfil F2, for d = 5.35 mm and 50 m < b < 2700 m, were tested by Alster et al. [4] . Twenty minutes after start the test, the Young modulus of the cured resin was found to be 9.3±0.6 GPa. It corresponds to the value 9800 GPa found for the same resin by Dauvillier et al. [6] , after 3580 seconds of the process. The same Clearfil F2 may be photo-cured one after 40 seconds, if we use a photo-initiator. Then, one can adjust the data given in [4] and [6] for the irradiation process. The values of shrinkage s, Young's modulus E, viscosity , and the relaxation time , for five time steps of the photo-curing process are shown in Table 1 . The Poisson coefficient was assumed to be fixed and taken as . The piecewise linear plots connecting the experimental data point out the time sec as the gel point being the start point for the shrinkage stress development (Fig. 1) . The end of the photo-curing process was taken as . The total shrinkage took the value 0.8%, but the shrinkage causing a growth of stresses was equal to %. A diameter of the layers at the gel point, took the value mm.
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Numerical procedure
The assumed model of the cure process bases on the linear Maxwell model with time dependent both, the
Young modulus E(t) and the viscosity (t) [2] (Fig. 1b) .
According the model, the total strain rate tensor due to the cure process is a sum of an elastic strain rate tensor , a viscous strain rate tensor , and the strain rate tensor caused by the shrinkage . The stress tensor is associated with the the elastic and viscous strain rate tensors by the rules:
and ,
where is the trace of tensor , and is its deviator. Denote by the sum of the elastic and viscous strain rate tensors. From Eq. (1), one can obtain the relation between , and :
. (2) In the case of the cured layers shown at Fig. 1 , we have to do with four unknown stress fields , , and interconnected through two equilibrium equations:
.
Satisfying conditions of axial symmetry and the stress boundary conditions, one can take the Assumption 1:
. 
where is a time dependent function of the variable r. Next, we take the Assumption 2:
, where is the second unknown time dependent parameter. Finally, satisfying the necessary boundary conditions, the Assumption 3 is taken:
, (6) where C(t) is the third unknown time dependent parameter. From the first of the equations (3), we obtain:
, (7) Concluding, the all components of and may be expressed by three unknown functions , , , and their time derivatives , , . Due to Eq. 2, the relation between the strain rates , , and , and the above functions is known. To find accompanying the total strain rate , we assume that the start point of the stress development is the gel point at the time , and as the end of the process ends at the time . The time interval is divided onto n subintervals:
, where . The all functions of time describing the process are assumed to be piecewise linear functions determined by their values f i at the time points t i . Their time derivatives are assumed to be constant between the measuring points. Then, the process will be described by the set of 3n unknown parameters: A k , B k , C k , for . To get these parameters, one can calculate the virtual work done during the whole cure process: (8) and next, using Virtual Work Principle to solve the system of 3n linear equations:
, for .
In this way, 3n parameters A k , B k and C k have been expressed through dimensions and material parameters of the cured layers. Now, one can watch a development of the all components of and as functions of the shrinkage rate .
Initial results
For the given data (Table 1) , the procedure described by Eqs (1-9) enables to watch a stress development in a [4] and the corresponding values of C-factor are given in the Table 2 . Fig. 2 shows the plots of the rules (10-11). 
Modification of input data
Notice, that for b = 1400 m, the calculated and measured stress values are the same. However, for the thinner layers, these values disperse. To correct the results, we assume that: the shrinkage rate and the material parameters of the layer depend on its C-factor. Therefore, the shrinkage rate , the Young modulus E(t) and viscosity (t) should be multiplied by an unknown parameter f(C 1 ). The shrinkage stress yielding from the rules (1-9) takes now the form:
Comparing the results of calculations for ten values of thickness b with the test results ( Table 2) , one can obtain (13)
Now the rule (12) takes the form: Table 2 ). The -b plot runs through the mean values of the measured contraction stresses (Fig. 3) . 
Discussion
Shrinkage rate (t) plays a specific role in our consideration. In the modeling of cure process, the shrinkage rate is treated as a measure of the polymerization rate [8] . Numerical tests on the procedure given by Eqs (1-9) show that small variations of measured shrinkage rates (t) with unchanged parameters E(t) and (t) make significant differences in values of the shrinkage stress . A closer analysis of Eqs (2) and (8) (9) shows that instead of multiplying three variable parameters (t), E(t) and (t) by the function f(C), one can multiply only the parameter (t) by f·(C) = [f(C)] 3 . Then the calculated shrinkage stresses will be the same and equal to the measured. If we do not want to change the measured values of shrinkage s(t) (Fig. 1) , we can assume that shrinkage rates (t) for layers of different thickness b vary slightly between the measuring time steps. Corresponding curves of the linear shrinkage s(t), at intervals t 2 < t <t 3 , t 3 < t <t 4 and t 4 < t <t 5 , are shown at Fig. 4 . Further numerical tests have shown that the final period of the curing process t 4 < t <t 5 has a decisive influence on the shrinkage stresses. Then, one can assume that the shrinkage rate (t) is multiplied by f·(C) only in this interval. Now, the plots of the plots of the linear shrinkage s(t) are more realistic (Fig. 5) . One can observe that very small deviations from the linear approximation of the measured shrinkage values s(t 4 ) and s(t 5 ) lead to a substantial change of the final shrinkage stresses . This change decides on the convergence of the measured and calculated stresses.
Application to dental layers
As a model of dental layer, a flat cylinder of thickness b and diameter d, formed of cured resin composite Clearfil F2 and filling up a tooth cavity, was considered. The layer, described in the cylindrical system of coordinates Table 3 . One can observe a rapid growth of the tensile stresses when for small cavity diameter a thick layer is used. However reduction of the layer thickness causes a drop of the stresses. Plots of average tensile stresses at the tooth cavity walls are presented at Fig. 6 .
Conclusion 3
The presented simulations confirm the effect of layer thickness on the contraction stress for not too thick (b < d) cured composite layers. The model given in the paper [5] may be used for 3D simulations of its curing process. For layers of cured composite Clearfil F2, when the layer thickness was 1/4 of its diameter, the calculated and measured stress values were the same. However, for thinner layers the measured stresses were much higher.
To explain why shrinkage stresses in cured layers depend on its C-factor, one can assume that the all parameters describing the curing process rely on it. It means that the polymerization rate of the cured layers depend on their configurations. This assumption is a basis for a numerical procedure which gives the shrinkage stress values close to the measured ones.
The used procedure was adapted for modeling of shrinkage stress growth in cured dental layers. The presented simulations show that for small diameters of the layers the shrinkage stresses can be high. The above fact has been observed in dental practice when a tooth cavity is small or it has an irregular boundary [7] .
